
While there was plenty of 
excitement …
 … in the lead up to the RBA announcement, 
with 18 out of 30 economists forecasting 
a rate hike, while the market was pricing 
it at a modest 15%, the actual event was 
rather anticlimactic after the RBA left 
the cash rate unchanged at 4.10%!

The statement referenced, “Some further 
tightening of monetary policy may be 
required to ensure that inflation returns 
to target in a reasonable timeframe, but 
that will depend upon the data and the 
evolving assessment of risks.” The board 
also sounded a bit more confident on 
the inflation outlook announcing, “The 
central forecast is for CPI inflation to 
continue to decline, to be around 3.25% by 
the end of 2024 and to be back within the 
2.0%–3.0% target range in late 2025. The 
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central forecast is for GDP growth of around 
1.75% over 2024 and a little above 2.0% 
over the following year.” The RBA was keen 
to emphasise that they left the cash rate 
unchanged in order to assess the impact 
of past hikes, while the statement also 
referenced that household consumption 
growth and investment in dwellings 
remained weak.

The ’pause’ announcement saw the AUD 
weaken across the board and the interest 
rate swap curve fall 12bps initially, before 
recovering to be down 7-8bps at the 
front end. The flows also contributed to a 
weaker NZD, although NZD/AUD rallied 
to above the 0.9300 level, while the NZD 
swaps curve held on to its gains as US 
yields firmed with the 2 and 10-years 
3 and 9bps higher, yielding 4.91% and 
4.05%. The USD had another positive 
session, especially against the JPY, while 
equity and commodity markets started 
the month in the red.  

Australian S&P manufacturing PMIs 
rallied to their highest since February 
at 49.6, while NZ building consents rose 
to 3.5% in June 2023 from May’s -2.2%. 
On the year, they are down -12%! And 
just to add to the NZ doom and gloom 
narrative, the GDT auction saw prices 
fall another -4.3% with WMP absolutely 
smashed, falling -8.0%! SMP also fell, but 

‘just’ -1.4% while, incredibly, butter milk 
powder prices rose 9.9%.

US job openings fell by 34k from a 
month earlier to 9.582m, while ISM 
manufacturing PMIs firmed slightly from 
46.0 to 46.4 in what its 9th consecutive 

month in contractionary territory. In 
other headlines, Chinese June S&P 
manufacturing PMIs ‘joined the club’ 
falling into contractionary territory 
easing to 49.2 from 50.5, while the 
Germany unemployment rate fell below 
forecasts at 5.6%.

What was the BoJ thinking?
While Friday’s BoJ decision was meant to 
increase the sustainability of monetary 
easing by making YCC more flexible, 
that’s not the way markets are seeing 
it after USD/JPY gapped to a 1-month 
high at 143.40, which underpinned 
NZD/JPY and AUD/JPY. This saw the 
Japanese finance minister, Suzuki San, 
attempt to support the JPY stating, “We 
will closely monitor FX market moves. FX 
should move stably reflecting fundamentals. 
Friday’s BoJ decision will make monetary 
easing more sustainable by making YCC 
flexible.” Meanwhile, Japanese Jibun final 
manufacturing PMIs eased back to 49.6 
from 49.8 while the June unemployment 
rate printed at 2.5%, as expected.

Finally, Chicago Fed President Austan 
Goolsbee announced, “The markets fully 
expected the Fed will bring inflation down. 
The JOLTS data looks consistent with strong 
labour market moving to a more balanced 
phase. FOMC decisions are ‘close calls’ as 
we try to manage the transition. Need to see 
sustained, steady progress on inflation.”
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